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Black Spoon
Ayo

Artist: Ayo
Song: Black Spoon (acoustic par madmoiZelle.com) 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gw8yBkAhCJk&feature=relmfu
Transcription: SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com

Note: 
Please do yourself a favor and listen to
this beautiful piece of art

Tuning: standard, no Capo

Chords used:
Em:  x.x.2.0.0.0
Em-: x.x.2.0.0.2
Em+: x.x.2.0.0.3
Bm:  x.x.4.4.3.0
G:   x.x.5.4.3.3
G9:  x.x.5.4.3.5
h:   hammer on
p:   pull off

Intro: Bm  G9  Em+ Em- Em H Em- p Em x2
       Bm  G   Em- Em+
       Bm  G   Em- Em

Verse:
Bm   G       Em- Em 
   Self-esteem,   needs a little boost
Bm   G                   Em- Em    
   Some of that white sugar    will stop the blues
Bm   G           Em- Em    
   One filter tip,     a few drops of lemon juice
Bm   G           Em- Em    
   Mix it together,    put it in a spoon
Bm   G           Em- Em    
   Burn the bottom,    prepare your vein for the shot
Bm   G                  Em- Em    
   Soon you ll feel good
                               Em H Em- p Em
   Once the sugar hits your blood

Chorus: 
Bm                   G
One million prayers, one million tears
Em                    Em-             Em
One million nightmares and moments of fears
Bm                 G



One million stars, one million wishes
Em                   Em-             Em
One million dreams shattered like dishes
Bm                 G
One million wounds, one million scars
Em           Em-   Em             Bm   G
One million pieces of a broken heart
Em  Em- Em
Heart
         Bm   G
A broken heart
Em Em- Em
Heart
         Bm   G
A broken heart
Em Em- Em
Heart
         Bm   G
A broken heart
Em Em- Em
Heart

Verse:
No more money for another shot
On a cold turkey, no more sugar in the blood
got no friends around since you broke the trust
Aching bones make your body look old
You got nothing left but an empty soul

Chorus:
One million prayers, one million tears
One million nightmares and moments of fears
One million stars, one million wishes
One million dreams shattered like dishes
One million wounds, one million scars
One million pieces
One million prayers, one million tears
One million nightmares and moments of fears
One million stars, one million wishes
One million dreams shattered like dishes
One million wounds, one million scars
One million pieces of a broken heart
A broken heart
A broken heart
A broken heart

Note II:
If you have any corrections or improvements to the tab write
them on the comments section, or send me a message,
or e-mail, so we can together make this tab even better.  

SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com


